Dea Josh,

Once more many thanks for your kindness and hospitality and for Esther bearing the cold in order to make my stay as delightful as it was. I had an uneventful trip back and have spent the entire time trying to "fit in" the virus hypothesis of cancer origin within the framework of the transduction process. I may succeed and shall write soon to you posing some queries concerning more information on double infection with lambda and 434 and possibility of having a "defective lambda" with "gal plus" superinfected with 434 and then after induction at the HFT stage to yield a complex of "gal plus-defective lambda-and lysogenic 434". I shall write about it some more.

Tomorrow I shall try to start the blue card memory file if I shall find computers on campus.

With many thanks and best regards

Yours

Hilary

Koprowski